Name

Graduate Screenwriting MFA
Degree Requirement Worksheet
54 minimum credits to graduate

Required
Indicate semester and year.
1. FIS 722______________
2. FIS 722______________
3. FIS 722______________
4. FIS 722______________
5. FIS 722______________
6. FIS 722______________

FIS Electives
Required (from list of FIS courses: 720*, 721*, 723*, 724*, 725*, 726, 727, 728*, 615, 618*, 619* -- (*) indicates may be repeated for a total of six credits. Indicate course number, semester and year
1. FIS ___ ______________
2. FIS ___ ______________
3. FIS ___ ______________
4. FIS ___ ______________
5. FIS ___ ______________
6. FIS ___ ______________

Graduate Electives
May be from film (FIS) or from another graduate discipline (most common being ENG, THTR, HIST) and approved by Film Graduate Coordinator prior to enrollment. Indicate prefix, course number, semester and year.
1. ___ ______________
2. ___ ______________
3. ___ ______________
4. ___ ______________
5. ___ ______________
6. ___ ______________